


More than most film directors, Ridley
Scott has achieved legendary status
without restricting himself to a single

film genre.  Rather than fitting into a comfortable
routine making the kind of movies audiences
might expect, Scott has instead taken it upon
himself the rather more thorny task of creating
new and astonishing worlds with every film:
worlds of the future (Blade RunneR) and of
the past (GladiatoR), worlds grounded in
both fact (Black Hawk down) and fantasy
(leGend), worlds riven by horror (alien)
and shot through with unexpected sweetness
(MatcHStick Men).   
Scott’s world is an astonishingly diverse cinematic cosmos, united by that
sense of titanic world-making, extraordinary visual style, and - not least -
an unusual attention (particularly in this day and age) to the supportive
significance of the musical score.  The director has asserted, on numerous
occasions, his strong feelings about the importance of music.  “Picture and
sound.  We’re experiencing picture and sound,” he said in a 2007
interview with Wired magazine, raising the sonic element to equal footing with
his own personal favorite, the visual.  Scott has gone further, in the same
interview:  “Music is dialogue.  And sometimes music is the final, finished,
additional dialogue.  Music can be one of the final characters in the film.  That’s
why people say you shouldn’t note the film score.  That is complete bullshit.  If
the film score is working absolutely great, you will probably find that the film is
working brilliantly and is probably being elevated by good score.”

The proof, of course, is in the pudding; here, again, Scott has shown himself to
be as good as his word.  He has worked, consistently, with some of the best
composers in the business, from Jerry Goldsmith to Hans Zimmer.  Like many

a classic director before him, he has had a series of close collaborations
extending over several films:  with Zimmer (and several of Zimmer’s Media
Ventures veterans, including Harry Gregson-Williams, Jeff Rona, and more
recently, Marc Streitenfeld).  And it’s probably no accident that several
soundtracks from Ridley Scott films have become (in film score terms, at any
rate) blockbusters:  BLAde RunneR (in all its many versions), 1492:
ConqueSt of PARAdISe, and GLAdIAtoR have all proved hugely
popular, well beyond the specialty niche of the soundtrack collector.

If ever there was a director whose films could prompt a compilation disc, Scott
is the perfect exemplar.  Thus this tantalizing collection from BSX, bringing



together a quadruple-fistful of superb cues from the director’s nearly forty years
of feature filmmaking.  It’s a diverse but potent group, each individual cue – like
anything legendary – with stories attached, some of which we’ll attempt to
trace here.

e Duellists (1977)
“Main Title”

Music by Howard Blake
Performed by e Sinfonia of London

Scott’s feature film debut was scored by Howard Blake, a concert-hall composer
(particularly noted for his choral works) who would achieve world-wide fame
with his oscar-nominated score for tHe SnoWMAn (1982), including its
unforgettably lovely song, “Walking In the Air.”  This theme from tHe
dueLLIStS, an exquisitely detailed evocation of the napoleonic era,
perfectly suggests this film’s overall air of melancholy futility.

Alien (1979)
“End Credit”

Music By Jerry Goldsmith
Performed by e Czech Symphony Orchestra

Scott’s first smash-hit – and the source of a multi-film franchise of predatorial
proportions – was scored by film music legend Jerry Goldsmith.  The initial
edits were temp-tracked with music from Goldsmith’s earlier score for John
Huston’s fReud (1962), and when it came time to finalize the cut, in some
cases, director and editor terry Rawlins just couldn’t let go, and much of the
composer’s new material was excised in favor of tracks from the Huston movie.
“Sometimes,” Goldsmith would remark later, temp-tracking is “the kiss of

death for a composer. They had been living with this music for months, and
they were used to it.”  The same phenomenon extended to an excerpt from
Howard Hanson’s Symphony no. 2 (“Romantic”), which was used in the end
credits.  But what we have here is Goldsmith’s main title theme, which Scott
stoutly praised as “full of dark beauty.”  

Blade Runner (1982)
“Love eme”
Music by Vangelis

Produced and Arranged by Edgar Rothermich
over the years, this near future sci-fi-noir exploration of metaphysics and
humanity has attained the status of an acknowledged and influential classic.
And its score, by the masterful Greek composer Vangelis, has transmogrified
into nothing short of a phenomenon, attracting fans not just of movie music,
but of jazz, electronic, ambient, and progressive music, as well.  This version of
the celebrated “Love Theme,” its seductive saxophone layered with a dreamy
soundscape, was produced and performed by the composer edgar Rothermich,
working in a magnificent burst of reverse engineering, directly from the film.

Legend (1985)
“Princess Lily” - Music by Jerry Goldsmith

“e Unicorn eme” - Music By Tangerine Dream
Produced and Arranged by Brandon K. Verrett
“Princess Lily” Performed by Katie Campbell

Rejoining Jerry Goldsmith for this fairy-tale fantasy exploring the duality of
good and evil, Goldsmith worked for an unheard-of six months to produce



music for score and songs – most of which was discarded by Scott (at the
insistence of studio executives who wanted more commercially viable music) for
the American release, to be replaced by a new score by German electronica
band tangerine dream; the Goldsmith score remained on the international
release.  The loss of Goldsmith’s score – subsequently restored for home video
presentation on dVd and Blu-Ray) – was vigorously decried by American fans
and almost immediately became a notorious example of studio politics.  The
score’s love theme is set to lyrics by John Bettis (composer of many songs by
The Carpenters) in “My true Love’s eyes,” sung for us here by Katie Campbell;
this is followed by a cue from the alternative tangerine dream score, “unicorn
Theme.”  A pioneer in ambient electronics music, this German, edgar froese-
led band, has contributed to many film scores, including those for William
friedkin’s SoRCeReR (1977), the pop comedy RISKy BuSIneSS (1983),
and Kathryn Bigelow’s neAR dARK (1987).  Both tracks were produced and
arranged for BSX by Brandon K. Verrett. 

Someone to Watch Over Me (1987)
“Title Song” 

Music By George and Ira Gershwin
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

Performed by Heather Donavon
With a score by the late, lamented Michael Kamen, SoMeone to
WAtCH oVeR Me was a tense thriller named – very appropriately in
context – for a George and Ira Gershwin song, originally sung by the nonpareil
Gertrude Lawrence in the 1926 Broadway show Oh, Kay!  Here, the tune
(produced and arranged by dominik Hauser) is interpreted, charmingly, by
singer Heather donavon.

Black Rain (1989)
“Charlie’s Badge”

Music by Hans Zimmer
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

focusing on a pair of new york cops dealing with the yakuza in Japan,
BLACK RAIn was the first film in the long and highly successful
collaboration between Scott and composer/entrepreneur Hans Zimmer.  This
cue is a marvelous mélange of Asian flavors and tense electronics.

elma and Louise (1991)
“underbird”

Music by Hans Zimmer
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

Another huge hit for Scott, tHeLMA And LouISe features a supremely
soulful score by Hans Zimmer, who focused on the relationship between the
titular women and their fatalistic crime spree across the American Southwest
while the film’s inclusion of numerous R&B, pop, and blues songs (including
Glenn frey’s “Part of Me, Part of you” as its primary theme song) gave the
story its contemporary vibe.  An ideal example of Zimmer’s score is
“Thunderbird,” an anguished guitar-led blues that progresses into a distinctly
Latin flavor by cue’s end.

1492: Conquest of Paradise (1992)
“Main Title” 

Music by Vangelis
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

Although it performed poorly at the box office, this film depicting Columbus’s



discovery of the Americas featured a score by Scott’s previous collaborator,
Vangelis, which became an international hit.  Its potent main title music has
subsequently been embraced as a triumphal anthem by politicians (Portuguese
Prime Minister António Guterres; the Portuguese Socialist Party)  and athletes
alike (the new Zealand rugby team The Canterbury Crusaders, the British
rugby team The Wigan Warriors, and by German boxer Henry Maske).  

White Squall (1996)
“Lifeboats”

Music by Jeff Rona
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

Among Scott’s most under-appreciated films, this adventure film about the true
story of the shipwreck of the brigantine sailing ship Albatross in 1961 was
blessed with a staggeringly beautiful score by Jeff Rona.  Maurice Jarre had
been the director’s first choice to write the music, followed by his stalwart Hans
Zimmer; Zimmer, busy as usual, turned the task over to protégé Rona, who
came up with this stunner.  The poignant cello here, backed by low choir, is
exquisite.

G.I. Jane (1997)
“Endurance”

Music by Trevor Jones
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

demi Moore starred in this fictional story of the first woman to undergo
training in u.S. navy Special Warfare Group.  noted for his music to such
films as eXCALIBuR, tHe dARK CRyStAL, and LASt of tHe
MoHICAnS, British composer trevor Jones was called in to provide a hybrid
score comprising orchestral, rock, and electronic flavors that was set against a
phalanx of rock songs on the film’s soundtrack.  “endurance” is a powerful,
heroic cue dominated by the orchestra, minimal colorations from electric guitar
and synths.

Gladiator (2000)
“e Battle” / “Now We Are Free”

Music by Hans Zimmer
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

This historical drama of A.d. 180 Rome was a huge hit for Scott, both critically
and commercially, with a progressively rhythmic score by Hans Zimmer
(assisted by vocalist/composer Lisa Gerrard) that was both a best-seller and

hugely influential.  “The Battle” is, of all things, technically a waltz, while “now
We Are free,” with Katie Campbell supplying a wondrous vocal, is a semi-
triumphant plaint in context, with the feel of a contemporary pop song.

Hannibal (2001) 
“Dear Clarice”

Music by Hans Zimmer
“Vide Cor Meum”

Music by Patrick Cassidy
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

“Vide Cor Meum” Performed by Nandani Sinha and Timothy Gonzales
Zimmer rejoined Scott for the fourth time, with considerable assistance from
his team at Media Ventures.  for this sequel to tHe SILenCe of tHe
LAMBS, the composer was determined to produce a sound that was not
modernistic but instead evoked a feeling of operatic antiquity, using “a very odd
orchestra... only cellos and basses all playing at the extreme ends of their range,”
as he put it in an interview for the HAnnIBAL dVd featurette.  “Vide Cor
Meum,” written with Patrick Cassidy, in particular has an antique sound, based
on dante’s La Vita Nuova (specifically the sonnet “A ciascun’alma presa”).
Scott liked the piece so much that he re-used it in KInGdoM of
HeAVen (2005).  It’s also worth noting that “dear Clarice” is presented here
for the first time without the narration by Sir Anthony Hopkins that was
layered on top of it in the original soundtrack release.

Black Hawk Down (2001)
“Leave No Man Behind”/“Minstrel Boy”  

Music by Hans Zimmer
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

“Minstrel Boy” Performed by Brian “Hacksaw” Williams
for Scott’s hard-hitting war drama about the 1993 Battle of Mogadishu in
Somalia, Zimmer led a Media Ventures team that included Martin tillmann,
Craig eastman, Heitor Pereira, and Mel Wesson.  In what they called “The
War Room,” this group engaged in jamming sessions that were later edited to
match the pictures, producing the score within a few weeks.  The music is often
distinctly – and very emotionally – folksy in feel:  “Leave no Man Behind” has
moments resembling “Scarborough fair,” while “Minstrel Boy” is in fact a
version of an Irish patriotic song written by Thomas Moore (1779-1852) set to
the melody of an old Irish air, “The Moreen,” often played at funerals.  The raw,
emotional vocal here is by Brian “Hacksaw” Williams.



Kingdom of Heaven (2005)
“Burning the Past”

Music by Harry Gregson-Williams
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

Scott took another excursion into years past with this
period epic set during the Crusades in the 12th century.
Zimmer protégé, Harry Gregson-Williams was engaged to
provide its score, which is an entertaining mélange (like
the film) of medieval, Middle eastern, classical, and pop
influences (with the medieval winning out in the lovely
“Burning the Past”).  

Robin Hood (2010)
“Fate Has Smiled Upon Us”

Music by Marc Streitenfeld
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

Another Media Ventures vet who had previously worked
for Scott as music editor and music supervisor is Marc
Streitenfeld, who was elevated to composer in 2006 for
Scott’s atypical romantic comedy, A Good yeAR.
Streitenfeld has since has worked exclusively for Scott-
directed or -produced films, with RoBIn Hood their
fourth collaboration.  His score for that adventure in
Sherwood forest is harmonious simplicity, in power mode,
with its main theme taking off gloriously on this track.

Prometheus (2012)
“Collision” 

Music by Marc Streitenfeld
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

With this film, Scott returns to the realm of his first major
hit, the incomparable ALIen. This origin story boasts a
large-scaled orchestral score, again by Streitenfeld (with
additional music from Harry Gregson-Williams).
“Collision,” which occurs near the end of the film when
crewmembers deliberately crash into the alien’s ship to
prevent it from escaping the planet, is ominous and
expressively reverential in acknowledgement of the
sacrifice.  describing the PRoMetHeuS score for an

online interview for Static Mass emporium web site,
Streinfeld says he “wrote out the sheet music backwards so
the orchestra played it backwards and then I digitally
flipped it. So you’re hearing the score as it’s written, the
same melody, but with a backwards sounding orchestra
which gives it a kind of unusual, unsettling sound.”

for those of us who are film music enthusiasts, director
Ridley Scott has proved to be, time and again, one of us.
In the majority of cases, his films have contained
exceptional musical scores.   “I like to talk music with
people,” he has said. “Can I play ‘God Save our Gracious
queen’ on the piano?  no.  But, do I know music now?
yes.  I learned music really through films.”  And certainly
many of us have learned music, equally, through the films
of Ridley Scott.

—Julie Kirgo

THE PERFORMERS

DOMINIK HAUSER 
originally from Switzerland, Hauser received his
education at the Jazz School St. Gallen in Switzerland,
earning a masters degree in music. His talent extends from
composition and arrangement to instrumental
performance, including bass work for jazz-funkers The
Ruleless. He is the recipient of the coveted Prix Walo and
has taken the stage at the Montreux Jazz festival. In 1996
Hauser relocated to Los Angeles, where he re- entered the
education arena. His studies took him to uCLA where he
delved deeply into film scoring. Subsequently he took his
skills to the realm of indie cinema and began composing
for film. Hauser was a privileged participant in the
ASCAP film-scoring workshop in 2000 and elevated to
semifinalist status at the young film Composer
Competition in 2002. Hauser has worked on films

DOMINIK HAUSER 

EDGAR ROTHERMICH

BRANDON K. VERRETT



featuring such superstars as Vin diesel (tHe
CHRonICLeS of RIddICK) and Charlize Theron
(Aeon fLuX). Hauser recently published his fourth
book, Soloing for Bass.

Hauser’s work involves him in a variety of projects,
including cinema, theater and video games. Recently
Hauser completed arranging and orchestration on the
restoration of the first Best Picture Academy Award®
winner WInGS for the 2012 Paramount Picture
centennial celebration.

His work for the record label BSX includes tHe
Bounty, SCRooGe, dR. JeKyLL And MR.
Hyde and several other singles available for itunes.

EDGAR ROTHERMICH
Born in Germany, edgar Rothermich studied music at the
university of Arts in Berlin and graduated in 1989 with a
Master's degree in piano and sound engineering. He
worked as a composer and music producer in Berlin and
moved to Los Angeles in 1991 where he continued his
work on numerous projects in the music and film industry
(tHe CeLeStIne PRoPHeCy, outeR LIMItS,
BAByLon 5, WHAt tHe BLeeP do We KnoW,
fueL, BIG Money RuStLAS).

for the past 20 years edgar has had a successful musical
partnership with electronic music pioneer and founding
tangerine dream member Christopher franke. Recently
in addition to his collaboration with Christopher, edgar
has been working with other artists as well as on his own
projects.

december 2010 marked the release of his first two solo
albums “Why not electronica” and “Why not electronica
Again” followed by “Why not Solo Piano,” the first release
in 2011. 

Besides composing music, edgar Rothermich has written
technical manuals, focusing on rich graphics and diagrams
to explain concepts and functionality of software
applications.  In August 2011, he released his first
commercial book fInAL Cut PRo X - HoW It
WoRKS under his popular GeM series (Graphically
enhanced Manuals) which became an instant bestseller.
the series includes now 5 books that are translated in
different languages.

BRANDON K. VERRETT
Brandon Verrett’s formal music training began at age 11.
After having discovered an interest in composing while in
middle and high school, Verrett continued his studies at the
university of Louisiana - Monroe, where he received a
bachelor's degree in theory and composition. He also holds
a graduate certificate in Scoring for Motion Pictures and
television from the university of Southern California. 

Verrett's scores have been featured in films for theatrical and
network television releases and have also premiered in both
local and international festivals.  In addition to composing,
Verrett's arrangements and orchestrations can be found in
films such as PRIeSt, dRAG Me to HeLL,
untRACeABLe, tHe InfoRMeRS, and many
others.

KATIE CAMPBELL
Katie Campbell is a true Los Angeles native! Born into a
musical family, Katie spent her youth in piano lessons,
dance classes, and putting on shows in her parents'
kitchen. She graduated from the kitchen to the Hamilton
High School Academy of Music, and continued her
musical education at Western Michigan university.

Katie’s professional musical experience ranges from
touring as a background singer with Sheryl Crow, to
singing on Bobby Mcferrin’s Grammy-nominated album



“VoCAbuLarieS”, to singing on film scores, including
tHe dAy tHe eARtH Stood StILL, tHe LASt
AIRBendeR, JoyfuL noISe (2012), and JoHn
CARteR (2012). She also sang on the nBC show tHe
PLAyBoy CLuB, musically produced by the
transcenders. Katie was a featured vocalist at the Grammy
foundation’s signature gala entitled “Starry night”
honoring Sir George Martin, and has also sung with Stevie
Wonder, elvis Costello, Seth Macfarlane, and Ziggy
Marley.

Katie earned her Bachelor of Music degree in Jazz Studies
from Western Michigan university. While pursuing her
studies she earned a downbeat Award for “Best Collegiate
Jazz Vocalist.” Katie has had the privilege to perform
throughout the united States, in numerous european
countries (including france, Belgium, Germany, Austria,
Latvia, estonia, and the Czech Republic), South Africa,
and most recently in Seoul, South Korea as a performer and
clinician. She currently teaches for the Bachelor degree
Program at Musicians Institute in Hollywood, CA.

In her spare time, Katie is a member and artist in tony
Sears’ acting workshop “the Physics of Acting.” She is also
a certified yoga instructor, and maintains her practice.

HEATHER DONAVON
As a studio session singer, Heather’s vocals have been heard
in national tV/Radio commercials and tV shows from
Hyundai elantra, Coke Zero (Superbowl), toys R us, and
tJ Maxx to MtV's ReAL WoRLd, HBo's BIG LoVe,
tHe CRAIG feRGuSon SHoW and more. As a
performing songwriter, Heather has opened for Keb’ Mo’,
tori Amos and fiona Apple. Her compositions, “fade
Away” and “deeper My Love,” have recently been heard on
MtV’s CoMInG out tV special. Her voice was
recently featured on Keb’ Mo’s Grammy nominated album,
tHe RefLeCtIon. Heather has written songs with
Keb’ Mo’, david Poe (duncan Sheik), Bonnie Hayes

(Bonnie Raitt), narada Michael Walden (Mariah Carey,
Whitney Houston) and Jonathan Hayes.

Heather has released two albums, “Mosaic” and “Sense of
Me,” which she wrote with Bonnie Hayes and Matthew
Schoening, won West Coast Songwriters Song of the
year Competition and an honorary mention from the
Billboard Songwriting Competition.

Currently, Heather is a first soprano in the Metropolitan
Master Chorale. She also attends Gerald White’s LA Sight
Reading Class. As a studio session singer, Heather sings in
english and Spanish as well as Pop, Soul, folk, Jazz and
Rock. Heather enjoys recording sessions from her home
studio using Logic.

BRIAN “HACKSAW” WILLIAMS 
Brian is “Rock’s Middle Linebacker” and a master mimic of
vocal styles. this is probably because his start in the music
business was doing 4-hour cover tunes, 4 nights a week by
age 14. He is a graduate of Musician Institute’s vocal
program and has a B.A. in Political Science from uCLA.
He sang with Racer X a couple of times in the late 80s.
then, in the 1990s, Hacksaw recorded albums with 2
bands, Bojak and otto with which toured the united
States and Canada. In 2002, he completed an 11-song
album, theatrically strung together with the band damn
Hippie freaks. He performs entertainment extravaganzas
with that band to this day. In 2008, he joined forces with
former Megadeth drummer, nick Menza to form the band
deltanaut with whom he is currently recording and
performing with in Southern California. through out the
last 20 years he has also used his freakish ability to mimic
other vocalists for music in films, television and
commercials. In the last year or so, his vocal performances
have been featured in tHe 2010 GoLden GLoBeS,
tHe MentALISt, (CBS,) Men of A CeRtAIn
AGe, (tnt,) tHe LIfe And tIMeS of tIM,
(HBo) and many more. He has performed in numerous
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cover bands and has been a backing vocalist for several
professional acts, both live and in the recording studio. In
1999, Hacksaw returned to his musical alma mater,
Musicians Institute, to became a vocal instructor. there he
specializes in aggressive vocal styles.

NANDANI SINHA
American singer nandani Maria Sinha is a lyric coloratura
mezzo-soprano of German and Indian decent. She
currently resides in Los Angeles, where she has performed
locally with LA opera, Long Beach opera, Repertory
opera Company, Celestial opera, opera Pasadena, opera
nova and el dorado opera. Ms. Sinha won the
Hollywood opera Reading Club Vocal Scholarship
Competition and is a scholarship recipient from the opera
Buffs, the CSuLA friends of Music, and Celestial opera
Vocal Competition. She has performed in London,
Germany, Austria, france and new york. Ms. Sinha was
honored to sing at the Millennium festival of Music in Bad
Arolsen, Germany in the summer of 2000 and has been a
soloist at St. Patrick’s Cathedral in new york City.
Ms. Sinha’s repertoire includes the roles of die Knusper
Hexe in Hänsel und Gretel, La Voix, in Les Contes
d’Hoffmann, Alisa in Lucia di Lammermoor, Mrs. ott in
Susannah, Marcellina, in Mozart’s Le nozze di figaro, the
third Lady in die Zauberflöte, Buttercup in H.M.S.
Pinafore, Cornelia in Giulio Cesare, Marthe Schwerlein in
faust, theodorine in L’Isle du tulipitan, dorabella in Cosi
fan tutte, Sixth daughter of Pharaoh in Glass’ Akhnaten,
niña in the West Coast Premiere of osvaldo Golijov’s
Ainadamar, and in her youth the role of the third Spirit in
die Zauberflöte at l’opéra de Bordeaux. future
engagements for 2012 include LA opera, Long Beach
opera and the Baroque festival in new york.

In 2007, Ms. Sinha suffered in an airplane accident that
broke her lower back and paralyzed her left leg.
Additionally suffering severe trauma to her singing
muscles, it was unclear whether she would be able to walk

or sing again. After several years of intensive rehabilitation,
Ms. Sinha successfully finished her masters of music degree
and currently studies with renowned baritone, Vladimir
Chernov. Past teachers have included Marlena Malas and
the pioneer of voice therapy, the late oren Lathrop Brown.
Ms. Sinha has sung under the baton of Steven osgood,
Andreas Mitisek, Ben Makino, Steven Byess, Brian farrell,
Carmine Aufiero. She has studied voice at Juilliard School
of Music, Wells College, California State university Los
Angeles, and Cornell university. Currently, Ms. Sinha is
scheduled to sing with San Pedro opera in their inaugural
production of Cavalleria Rusticana and will be singing in
South Africa in April of 2013. Ms. Sinha is the research
assistant for Maestro James Conlon at L A opera.

TIMOTHY GONZALES
Hailed by the Press enterprise as “the surprise of the
evening,” timothy Gonzales, lyric tenor has been singing
opera and oratorio for the past decade in the Inland
empire and greater LA area. Mr. Gonzales has sung with
such conductors as Maestro donald neuen, John debney,
H. Vincent Mizzelfelt, and dr. William dehning. Mr.
Gonzales has sung many roles with the uSC opera,
including Arbace, from Mozart’s Idomeneo in 2006. Most
recently he sang Peter doyle in the West Coast premier of
Lowell Lieberman’s Miss Lonelyhearts. In november, Mr.
Gonzales will return to uSC opera to sing tebaldo in
Bellini’s I Capuleti e I Montecchi. As a concert singer, Mr.
Gonzales has performed in over 30 oratorios and masses
including Handel’s Messiah, Bach’s Mass in B minor and
Passions, Mendelssohn’s elijah, and Mozart’s Great Mass,
Coronation Mass and Requiem.

NANDANI SINHA

TIMOTHY GONZALES
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11. G.I. Jane - Endurance 3:10
Music By Trevor Jones
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

12. Gladiator - e Battle 4:10
Music By Hans Zimmer
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

13. Gladiator - Now We Are Free 4:13
Music By Hans Zimmer
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser
Vocals: Katie Campbell

14. Hannibal - Dear Clarice 4:11
Music By Hans Zimmer
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

15. Hannibal - Vide Cor Meum 4:00
Music By Patrick Cassidy
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser
Vocals: Nandani Sinha, Timothy Gonzales

16. Black Hawk Down - Leave No Man Behind 5:07
Music By Hans Zimmer
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

17. Black Hawk Down - Minstrel Boy 4:53
Music By Hans Zimmer
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser
Performed by: Brian “Hacksaw” Williams

18. Kingdom of Heaven - Burning e Past 2:40
Music By Harry Gregson-Williams
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

19. Robin Hood - Fate Has Smiled Upon Us 1:57
Music By Marc Streitenfeld
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

20. Prometheus - Collision 2:52
Music By Marc Streitenfeld
Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

Total Time: 78:35

1. e Duellists - Main Title 2:57
Music By Howard Blake

Performed by the Sinfonia of London
Courtesy of Airstrip One Records

2. Alien - End Credit 2:47
Music By Jerry Goldsmith

Performed by the Czech Symphony Orchestra

3. Blade Runner - Love eme 5:07
Music By Vangelis

Produced and Arranged by Edgar Rothermich
Saxophone: Paul Frederick

4. Legend - Princess Lily 6:07
Music By Jerry Goldsmith

Produced and Arranged by Brandon K. Verrett
Performed by Katie Campbell

5. Legend - e Unicorn eme 4:50
Music By Tangerine Dream

Produced and Arranged by Brandon K. Verrett

6. Someone To Watch Over Me - Title Song 3:23
Music and Lrics By George Gershwin

Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser
Performed by Heather Donavon

7. Black Rain - Charlie’s Badge 3:17
Music By Hans Zimmer

Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

8. elma and Louise - underbird 2:50
Music By Hans Zimmer

Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

9. 1492: Conquest of Paradise - Main Title 4:39
Music By Vangelis

Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser

10. White Squall - Lifeboats 3:33
Music By Jeff Rona

Produced and Arranged by Dominik Hauser


